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EVERYONE-WINS PAY POLICY
I. ASSUMPTIONS

A. The rate of pay and the talent you get for it are not a linear relationship.  At some
wage point achievers who self-manage themselves and will respond to good
coaching, are attracted to apply.

B. You must advertise an above-average market price to attract usually already
employed achievers.

C. On a bell-shaped distribution curve of wages paid in a metro market, 120% of the
average is usually about the 95%-tile wage; 150% of the average 99%(+)-tile.1

D. Higher starting wages allow a firm to: hire achievers; minimize dissatisfaction
(wages are not motivators as much as dis-satisfiers); and minimize turnover to
allow educational investment in human assets to payoff.

E. To make a rookie achiever worth the high initial pay you must have coaching,
training and good tools to invest into the person - the quicker the better.

II. HYPOTHETICAL MATH

A. Average person gets an average wage (100) for an average effort (100).

B. An achiever can produce 120% raw output in a day.

C. An achiever can learn how to "DIRTFT" (do it right the first time) to gain +10%
effectiveness.

D. An achiever can learn multiple jobs to allow spontaneous balancing of work-loads;
Everyone is busy all the time - group productivity up +15%.

E. Eliminate inspector (+10%); supervisors (+15%); and mistake curing costs (+10?)
because the cross-trained, flawless-service achievers don't need them.

F. Teach achievers how to be spontaneous problem-solvers of waste, friction, errors,
etc., which can raise productivity another 5-100%.

G. Summary:

150% wage   120% raw effort
+20% DIRFT
+35% Overhead personnel reductions
+15% Cross-training
+ ?     Problem-solving
190% → ? Effective output

                                                
1"Wage" is meant to be a total which can include incentives and above average benefits.
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III. EVERYONE WINS

A. Employees

1. 150% wage for 120 effort = +30% premium.

2. They like: being on a flawless service team; with other achievers: and being
their own boss.

B. Customers - get perfect service from employees who care.

C. Company economics

1. Sales grow faster than industry because perfect service retains old customers
at a greater rate and wins new value-buying customers by word-of-mouth.

2. Payroll drops as a percent of gross margin or output; output grows faster than
wages, except on the initial upfront investment in this theory.

D. Management and salesforce pro-actively seek growth instead of taking care of
turnover, mistakes, and preserving existing volume.

E. Suppliers sell more to a faster growing business.

IV. GUIDELINES

A. For low-end jobs wage-rate is often total compensation and a 130-150% level of
guaranteed wages allow people to live a decent life albeit from paycheck-to-
paycheck with little extra to save.

B. High-end jobs can pay 100-110% base wage; any extra premium can be from
profit-sharing to avoid locking in a high wage structure in tough times.  And, high-
enders can afford to be at risk for bonus compensation.

V. CHICKEN OR EGG; GOOD WAGES FOR GOOD PEOPLE OR PREMIUM PROFITS.

A. Testimonials:  IBM, H.P., Merck, Steelcase, and most other long-term industry
leaders have all paid upfront to get quality to create and deliver quality.

B. Small-business, hire-cheap, work-hard can work, but it prohibits delegating to grow
past a certain point.

C. Hybrid exception - The McDonald's model.


